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LESSON

4

Hello, it’s Codey, back for 
more coding fun! Before you 
begin, make sure your Code 
Cube is connected to and 

paired with your computer. 

In this lesson, we will make your Code Cube display different images based on the position it’s 
tilted. Gather the materials listed, and we will get started.

The code used in this lesson uses the tilt of the Code Cube to display different images by 
reading the accelerometer inside. The tilting directions it can sense are:

To play Rock, Paper, Scissors, each person needs a Code Cube with the program you create in 
this lesson loaded. Both players will say, “Rock, Paper, Scissors” together and then tilt the Code 

Cube to one of the positions. A player with a rock beats a player with scissors, scissors beats 
paper, and paper beats rock. If the players have the same image, they go again. See who can win 

the best out of five tries! 

MATERIALS NEEDED

Code Cube Micro USB cable

CODING TIME

ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORS

Computer with Code 
Cube application open

STUDENT SECTION

Right tilt

Forward (or downward) tilt

Left tilt

Backward (or upward) tilt
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Add the following code blocks into the programming area of your application and arrange them  
as shown.

ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORS

The matrix image (smiley face) block tells the Code 
Cube to display a preprogrammed image. The other 

matrix image blocks tell it to show other images.

On program start tells the Code Cube to run the 
program when uploaded (Send Code). It automatically 

runs when tethered or, when it is not tethered, when 
the start button is pressed.

The if – then block tells the Code Cube what to do 
when certain conditions are met. This example tells 
it to display scissors when the display is tilted to the 

left. What do you think it will do in the other if – then 
blocks?

Pause for – seconds tells the Code Cube to keep 
showing the image for five seconds before continuing 
to run the program. This will let others see what was 
chosen regardless of which way the display moves 

during the five seconds. If the display is returned to a 
flat, up position, it will show the starting image (smiley 

face) again.

Cube tilting (left) tells the Code Cube what to do when 
the program is running and the display is tilted left. The 
left can also be changed to right, forward, or backward 

(see the following cube tilting blocks).

To run this program with your Code Cube, click Send Code tab in the upper left of your application.  
When you tilt your display, the image should change. 

Note: If you want to use this program again, click Save Blocks tab to save this as Lesson 4.

Congratulations! You have 
just finished your first 
program that detects 

tilting position. Use similar 
code to complete any of 
the following activities. 

Don’t forget that you can 
duplicate blocks if you want 
to change only a small part 
of the images you create! We 
will add sounds in Lesson 5.

When you do your activities, 
use create imagecreate image blocks 

for images that you create 
instead of the matrix imagematrix image 

blocks. 

Hint:Hint:
You can duplicate any blocks 

by right-clicking them!

STUDENT SECTION
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ACTIVITIES

ELA – Common Ground

Families can have parents, grandparents, siblings, and even pets in 
common. Bands can have instruments, singers, and styles in common. 
There are many groups that have things in common with each other. 
Create five images that represent a group with something in common. Use 
a program like the one in Lesson 4 to display them on your Code Cube. 
When the display is not tilted, it should show a main image.  When the 
display is tilted, it should show four different images that share something 
in common. Explain what each image represents and how it relates to the 
main image.

Use a worksheet to sketch your ideas and write your responses.  

SEL – Let’s Play a Game!

Create a game like Rock, Paper, Scissors where each image can beat 
another. Think of a time when it would be useful for you to be able to 
solve a dispute using a game like yours. Create at least three images that 
would be useful in that situation. Use a program like the one in Lesson 4 to 
display them on your Code Cube when playing the game. Write down what 
each image represents and explain how each would be useful.

Use a worksheet to sketch your ideas and write your responses

Math – Operation 16

This game can also be called Operation 17, 18, or any other number you 
pick. To play this game, you will assign four different numbers to each of 
the tilting positions using a matrix character – color block instead of the 
matrix image blocks used in Lesson 4. (You will need to add a cube tilting 
(backward) block as well.) The goal is for another person to tilt the display 
five times to get five numbers that they will write down. They have to use 
all five of their numbers with any operations (+, –, x, ÷) to come out to 16 
(or whatever number you choose). For example, if you select 4, 5, 7, 3, and 
5, you could say (7 x 5) – (3 x 5) – 4 = 16.

Use a worksheet to write the numbers and operations used to get the 
correct answers.

Science – Map Features

Look at a map of somewhere on Earth. Select a place on the map that has 
different features to the north, south, east, and west of the selected location. 
Create an image that would represent each feature. Use a program like the 
one in Lesson 4 to display them on your Code Cube when it is tilted in each 
direction. (You will need to add a cube tilting (backward) block as well.) 
Write down the features represented by your images and explain why you 
chose each.

Use a worksheet to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORSSTUDENT SECTION
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